DE NEEF® Washing Agent

Product Description

DE NEEF® Washing Agent is a non-flammable solvent mixture for cleaning polyurethane grout pumps and equipment. DE NEEF® Washing Agent is composed of a mixture of organic solvents with high dissolving properties for liquid polyurethane products.

Product Advantages

- Non-flammable
- Anhydrous

Product Application

- Flushing out and cleaning pumps and lines used to inject polyurethane grouts.

Packaging & Handling

5 Gallon metal pails, closed head with a flex spout.

Grouting

1. Pour Urethane grout from original container into an open top bucket. Add the catalyst and stir it into the grout slowly for 2 - 3 minutes.
2. Place the main pickup line into the urethane grout.
3. Place the prime line into the trash bucket.
4. Turn on the prime switch to prime. Let it run until the DE NEEF® Washing Agent runs out and urethane grout starts running through the prime line. Turn prime switch off.
5. Place the prime line into the urethane grout.
6. Point the gun into the trash bucket and pull the trigger. Let it run until clear Washing Agent turns amber. You are now ready to grout.

Pump Start Up

For most pumps, there are two separate lines.

- Main pickup line (large line)
- Prime line (small line)

The main pickup line sucks the material into the pump. The prime line is the smaller tube running alongside the main line. The objective is to NOT contaminate the DE NEEF® Washing Agent with either water or urethane grout.
You will need two buckets:

- One empty bucket that will be the trash bucket.
- One bucket filled with 3/4 gallon DE NEEF ® Washing Agent.

1. Separate the main pickup line from the prime line.
2. Place the main pickup line into the DE NEEF ® Washing Agent.
3. Place the prime line into the trash bucket.
4. Start the pump.
5. Turn the prime switch to prime.
6. Let the prime line run into the trash bucket for 5 - 10 seconds. While the DE NEEF ® Washing Agent is still running, move the prime line over into the DE NEEF® Washing Agent bucket. Let it run for about 1 minute. A steady flow of DE NEEF® Washing Agent should be running out of the prime line.
7. Turn prime switch off. Pump should now be ready with DE NEEF ® Washing Agent in the injection hose.
8. Point the grease gun into the trash bucket. Pull the trigger and let it run for 5 - 10 seconds. Release the trigger and point the gun into the DE NEEF® Washing Agent bucket. Pull the trigger and let it run for 1 minute.

Pump Shut Down

1. Repeat this process using the DE NEEF ® Washing Agent.
2. Clean the prime line for 3 - 4 minutes.
3. Switch to the main pickup line.
4. Run the remaining urethane grout into the trash bucket.
5. When it runs with DE NEEF® Washing Agent, recirculate Washing Agent for 3 - 4 minutes.

Health and Safety

Avoid repeated inhalation of large quantities: If necessary, wear a mask (for organic vapors). Do not spray if sufficient ventilation is unavailable. Observe all safety rules as noted on the label. Always use protective clothing, gloves and goggles consistent with OSHA regulations during use. Avoid eye and skin contact. Do not ingest. Refer to Safety Data Sheet (SDS) for detailed safety precautions. SDS’s can be obtained from GCP Applied Technologies or from our web site at gcpat.com.

For emergencies, call CHEMTREC: 1-800-424-9300.

Limitations

Limited effect on cured polyurethane resin.
Properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PHYSICAL PROPERTIES</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specific Density</td>
<td>Approx. 9.6 lbs/gal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appearance</td>
<td>Clear Liquid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flashpoint</td>
<td>225ºF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The data shown above reflects typical results based on laboratory testing under controlled conditions. Reasonable variations from the data shown above may result.